
The Father They Wish To Have: A
Heartwarming Journey of Fatherhood

Being a father is one of the greatest joys in life. You have the opportunity to
shape the future by instilling values in your children, providing guidance, and
being their constant source of love and support. In this article, we will explore the
qualities of the father they wish to have – a figure that goes beyond the traditional
role to become a true inspiration for their children.

A Protector and Provider

The father they wish to have is not only a protector but also a provider. He works
tirelessly to ensure the family's needs are met and provides a secure
environment for his loved ones to thrive. It's not just about financial stability, but
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also emotional security. He fosters an atmosphere of trust and reassurance,
making his children feel safe and loved.
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A Role Model and Mentor

A father serves as a role model and mentor for his children. He sets an example
through his actions and teaches them important life lessons. The father they wish
to have is someone they can look up to, someone whose footsteps they aspire to
follow. He guides them in making responsible decisions, encourages their
passions, and helps them navigate through challenges.

An Active Participant in Their Lives

Unlike a distant figure, the father they wish to have actively participates in their
lives. He takes time out of his busy schedule to be present, engaging in activities
and creating lasting memories. He attends school events, supports their hobbies,
and cherishes quality time with his children. An active father instills a sense of
belonging and shows that he genuinely cares about their lives.
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A Patient and Loving Presence

Patience and love are vital traits of the father they wish to have. He understands
that children make mistakes and need guidance. Instead of anger or punishment,
he responds with empathy and kindness. He takes the time to listen, offer advice,
and help them grow into responsible individuals. His loving presence is a source
of comfort during challenging times and celebrates their achievements.

An Encouraging and Supportive Force

The father they wish to have is their biggest cheerleader. He encourages their
dreams, no matter how big they may seem. Whether it's pursuing a new hobby,
embarking on an academic journey, or daring to chase their goals, he believes in
their abilities. He supports them through every step, offering guidance and
motivation. With his unwavering support, his children feel empowered and
confident to conquer the world.

A Lifelong Teacher

A father understands that learning doesn't end with childhood, but is a lifelong
journey. The father they wish to have continues to teach even when his children
become adults. He shares his wisdom gained through experience and imparts
valuable life lessons along the way. He remains a trusted advisor, guiding them
through the complexities of life and offering a steady hand whenever they need it.

The father they wish to have is a remarkable figure who goes beyond the
conventional role of a father. He is a provider, protector, mentor, and friend. He is
actively involved in his children's lives, offering patience, love, encouragement,
and unwavering support. A true inspiration, the father they wish to have shapes
their character and influences their future choices. Let us strive to be the father
they wish to have and create a lasting impact on the lives of our children.
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The book’s thesis is clearly presented: fathers will be most effective and of
greatest benefit to their children when they understand and embrace the idea that
human fatherhood is a vocation and should be a reflection of divine Fatherhood.--
----

Exploring the challenges faced by millions of our children in this modern and
post-modern world due to father-deprivation or father-absence and lack of true
father presence, Faustinus passionately unveil the neglected truth of the
psychological pain and trauma in the lives of so many children as an aftereffect.

Growing up in dysfunctional families, some children suffer the adverse effects of
separation or divorce and/or from the profound misunderstanding of the role and
true concept of human fatherhood as a divine vocation that nurtures new human
life. Many children have been denied their inalienable right to a true father
presence even in a presumed functional family.
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The purpose of this book is to guide fathers back to the true and original purpose
of their fatherhood so that they may recapture once more the essence of true
fatherhood as a vocation. Fatherhood is presented in the context of a Christian
perspective and understood as complementary to motherhood in nurturing new
life, which is a gift of God. ---------

ENDORSEMENTS:

“Faustinus Anyamele has set forth some of the best sentiments about human
fatherhood. He has done so through a lens of the universal desire for the
leadership of that one man whom generations have found singular with
nourishing direction and counsel within an abiding relation- ship of affection and
care.

“This book will enlighten the reader of yet untapped sources of inspiration for
human fatherhood in the Christian tradition.”
—Bishop Joseph Perry J.C.L., Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago A Canonist and Author
of numerous articles. ---------

"This book provides encouraging and important insights into what it really means
to undertake the vocation of being a father or father figure. It offers unique and
profound Christian perspectives on fatherhood that are inspirational and hopeful.
Fr. Faustinus offers a sound Christian vision of positive fatherhood and the book
is a superb treatise on the positive and unconditional love of God that needs to
shine forth in the human acts of being a father.

Fr. Faustinus also does not ignore the painful reality of separation and divorce but
writes passionately about why divorced fathers must continue to work hard at
living out their vocational call for the emotional health and well being of their



children. I highly recommend this book to be read by all Christian fathers (and
mothers) and all pastoral staff who work with families and fathers."
~Gerry Doran, PhD., Licensed Psychologist. ---------

"Fr. Anyamele's groundbreaking book addresses the issue of true fatherhood and
one of the great tragedies of our time: that of countless millions of children who
grow up essentially fatherless. He clearly articulates why no government program
or community intervention can ever adequately address the consequences of
absent fathers; rather, we must understand the root of the problem before we can
possibly hope to bring about authentic change and renewal.

Full of profound theological insights and practical applications, The Father They
Wish to Have is a must-read for parents, clergy, mental health professionals, and
all who seek to bring about healing and wholeness in children."
---Elizabeth Walker, Ph.D., Licensed Clinical Psychologist. --------
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